INTERNATIONAL OPEN WORKSHOP
Socio-Environmental Dynamics over the Last 15,000 Years:
The Creation of Landscapes VI
Kiel University, March 11 – 16, 2019

Abstract submission deadline: EXTEDNED! NOVEMBER 30, 2018
Registration deadline: FEBRUARY 8, 2019
Early-bird registration until: JANUARY 15, 2019
Contact: workshop@gshdl.uni-kiel.de

Sessions

- Space, the final frontier – Transformation of social space in forager societies
- Transformation as human response to climate and environmental change?
- Starting where they stopped to rest: Transformation of Stone Age burial practices between the Baltic and the Urals.
- From tells to settlement systems: Neolithic and Bronze Age landscapes, populations and networks along the Danube and Tisza
- Complexity in archaeology – Diachronic transformations of complex networks and theoretical aspects of complex systems
- Mediterranean connections – how the sea links people and transforms identities of emergence?
- Territoriality in Europe in the Bronze and Iron Age
- Urban knowledge: Mental concepts of premodern cities
- Layers of landscape: Anthropological and ethnoarchaeological perspectives
- Social resilience to climate changes with perspectives on the past 5000 years
- Archaeohydrology – natural water supply and cultural water demand in the past
- Human, beast and landscape. A diachronic study of hunting and human-animal-relationship in Northern Europe and the Baltic Sea area
- Osteobiography of suffering and disease: interdisciplinary approaches to gain insights into past health conditions
- The implications of the study of the past for the anthropology of health
- Trends, phases, events – temporal scales in archaeological and palaeoenvironmental data
- Determinism in archaeology: What is it and why does it matter?
- Transformations in geophysical and geoarchaeological methods

www.workshop-gshdl.uni-kiel.de